Routledge Reference Online brings together the very best subject reference content from right across the impressive Routledge publishing sphere, covering the areas of Humanities and Social Sciences in the form of nine bespoke resources within these broad areas.

These resources open up exciting new research opportunities for students and scholars alike - redefining the online library.

Our unique subject collections are fully-searchable and include reference essentials that have won critical accolades and places on the best reference lists, with new works and updates added regularly.

Key features and benefits

- Athens and Shibboleth Authentication options – anytime, anywhere access
- Enhanced search functionality – A federated search will allow cross searching across all subject collections
- Look-up functionality – browse A-Z entries throughout all Encyclopedias and Directories
- Overall improved look and feel
- Access to a huge range of authoritative Routledge Reference content within one outstanding platform.
- Cross reference linking between titles – find the information you are looking for quickly and easily across the complete range of books and subjects
- Regular updates as new titles become available
- COUNTER-compliant usage statistics.

30-Day FREE trials are available for libraries and institutions.

For more information, please contact your local online sales team.

USA, Canada and South America:
Tel: 1-888-318-2367
Email: reference@taylorandfrancis.com

UK and Rest of the World:
Tel: +44 (0) 20 701 76062
Email: online.sales@tandf.co.uk

Email: e-reference@taylorandfrancis.com

Email reference@routledge.com or call +44 (0)20 701 76169

www.routledgeonline.com
NEW - Education

In creating the Routledge Education Online Portal, we have brought together the very best reference content from across our publishing heritage in an unique subject collection. This resource opens up exciting new research opportunities for students and scholars alike – redefining the online library.

NEW - History

Inside the Routledge History Online Portal you’ll find a treasure trove of the best reference content from across our list. Whether you’re researching medieval, early modern or modern history, you’ll find fully cross referenced and browsable content to support your work and study.

NEW - Literature

The Routledge Literature Online Portal brings together the very best in reference content from across our literature publishing heritage, covering diverse subject areas such as Shakespeare, African Literature and Children’s Literature. This valuable resource opens up exciting new research opportunities for literature students and scholars alike – redefining the online library.

NEW - Media and Cultural Studies

The Routledge Media and Cultural Studies Online Portal, brings together the very best reference content covering areas such as art and visual culture, media studies, film and television studies, journalism and communication studies. This resource opens up exciting new research opportunities for students and scholars alike – redefining the online library.

Music

The Routledge Music Online Portal brings together the very best in reference content from across our music publishing heritage, covering diverse subject areas such as Music Education, Jazz, Ethnomusicology and Music Theory. This valuable resource opens up exciting new research opportunities for music students and scholars alike – redefining the online library. Now includes the illustrious Routledge Music Bibliographies Series.

NEW - Philosophy

Routledge Philosophy Online gives you access to the best reference content from our portfolio of Philosophy titles. So, no matter what your research topic may be, you can find all you need for your work and study, quickly and with ease. All content is fully cross-referenced and browsable to offer you complete support.

Politics and International Relations

In creating the Routledge Politics and International Relations Online Portal, we have brought together the very best reference content from across our publishing heritage in an unique subject collection. This resource opens up exciting new research opportunities for students and scholars alike – redefining the online library. Now available with your current subscription; access to the comprehensive and informative series Routledge Global Institutions.

Religion

Routledge Religion Online gives you access to the best reference content from our portfolio of Religion titles. So, no matter what your research topic may be, you can find all you need for your work and study, quickly and with ease. All content is fully cross-referenced and browsable to offer you complete support.

NEW - Sociology

Whether teaching or learning, our online portal brings you the very best reference content available from our Sociology publishing programme. From here, you’ll have access to the most authoritative and up to date information within the area to help you in your work or studies, providing fully searchable and cross referenced content taken from our encyclopedia, handbook and dictionary products. An essential resource for teaching and learning purposes within your field of expertise.